An algorithmic method using conservation law multipliers is introduced that yields necessary and sufficient conditions to find invertible mappings of a given nonlinear PDE to some linear PDE and to construct such a mapping when it exists. Previous methods yielded such conditions from admitted point or contact symmetries of the nonlinear PDE. Through examples, these two linearization approaches are contrasted.
Introduction
In previous work [1] [2] [3] , algorithmic methods were presented to determine whether or not there exists an invertible mapping of a given nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE) to some linear PDE through computing the point or contact symmetries admitted by the nonlinear PDE. Moreover, it was also shown how to construct such an invertible mapping, when one exists, from the admitted symmetries.
In this paper, we present an alternative algorithmic method for mapping a nonlinear system of PDEs invertibly to some linear system of PDEs by using admitted conservation laws of the nonlinear system. Any linear system possesses an infinite set of conservation law multipliers satisfying its adjoint system. This feature of linear systems will be exploited to detect whether or not a given nonlinear system can be linearized by an invertible transformation and, when such a linearization mapping exists, to obtain the explicit form of the linearizing transformation from an associated conservation law identity.
In particular, using the determining equations for conservation law multipliers, one can find whether or not an invertible linearization mapping will exist, and also find the adjoint of a target linear system as well as the transformation of the independent variables in the mapping whenever an invertible linearization is possible [4] . Most importantly, the new work presented in this paper will show that a conservation law identity coming from the multiplier equations of an augmented system consisting of the given nonlinear system and the adjoint of the linear target system can be used to determine the transformation of the dependent variables (in addition to that of the independent variables) in the invertible linearization mapping explicitly. This work thus allows one to detect and construct linearization mappings completely by the use of algorithmic methods for obtaining multipliers of conservation laws [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Our results generalize earlier computational work [10] in which a fully automatic algorithm was given using the computer algebra program Crack/Conlaw [11] to detect and construct linearizations in the case when the mapping only transforms the dependent variables of the given nonlinear PDE system. The work in [10] also gave an extension of this algorithm to find partial linearizations that consist of factoring out a linear differential operator from all PDEs in a given system (with the operator being of lower order than the highest order of derivatives in the system).
To begin we summarize two well-known theorems characterizing invertible mappings. Our notation follows that in [12] , with the conventions that Latin indices i, j, k will run 1 to n (labeling independent variables), and Greek indices ν, µ, λ and α, β, γ, σ, τ will run 1 to M and 1 to m (labeling PDEs and dependent variables), respectively. Throughout we use upper/lower case notation to distinguish arbitrary functions U, V from functions u, v given by solutions of a PDE system. Let R{x, u} denote a given kth-order nonlinear system of M PDEs with n independent variables x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and m dependent variables u = (u 1 , . . . , u m ). In particular, let the PDEs in R{x, u} be given by as would occur for instance if one considers a PDE system of dynamical evolution equations with differential constraints. Now if one seeks an invertible mapping µ of a given nonlinear PDE system (1.1) to a linear target PDE system (1.2), then the following two theorems show that the mapping is restricted to being a contact transformation when (1.1) and (1.2) both contain a single dependent variable (m = 1; which we will call the scalar case) or to a point transformation when (1.1) and (1.2) each contain two or more dependent variables (m ≥ 2; the multicomponent case). Theorem 1.1 (Bäcklund [13] ). If u = u 1 is a scalar (m = 1), then a mapping µ defines an invertible transformation from (x, u, ∂ x u, . . . , ∂ p x u) -space to (z, w, ∂ z w, . . . , ∂ p z w) -space for any fixed p if and only if µ is a one-to-one contact transformation of the form z = φ(x, u, ∂ x u), w = ψ(x, u, ∂ x u), ∂ z w = ρ(x, u, ∂ x u), which is subject to the contact condition D x ψ = ρD x φ where D x denotes total derivatives with respect to x. For formulating necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such mappings between PDE systems, we will consider only the natural situation where the given nonlinear system (1.1) and the linear target system (1.2) contain the same number M of PDEs with the same differential order k, and no further assumptions will be required (such as local solvability, or involutivity). But for the computational implementation of our results it is important that the given system of PDEs (1.1) be consistent in the sense that all integrability conditions are satisfied modulo these PDEs. (To make this precise, one would have to prescribe an elimination algorithm which requires the definition of a total ordering of derivatives and of monomials built from them, as discussed in [10] .)
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section two, we review the method presented in [1] [2] [3] to linearize nonlinear PDEs through admitted symmetries. In section three, we present the new method to linearize nonlinear PDEs through admitted conservation law multipliers and outline the computational steps involved in this method. As examples to illustrate and contrast both methods, in section four we consider linearizations of Burgers' equation, a pipeline flow equation, and a nonlinear telegraph system. We make some closing remarks in section five.
Use of Symmetries to Construct Linearizations
Necessary and sufficient symmetry conditions are stated in [1] [2] [3] to determine whether or not a given nonlinear system R{x, u} of PDEs (1.1) can be transformed to some linear target system S{z, w} of PDEs (1.2) by an invertible mapping µ. These conditions provide a symmetry-based algorithmic procedure to determine if they hold for a given nonlinear system of PDEs and (when these conditions do hold) a second symmetry-based algorithmic procedure to construct such an invertible mapping µ. To apply these methods to a given nonlinear system of PDEs, it is unnecessary to know a specific linear target system of PDEs. In particular, the linear target system (when one exists) will arise from computing the admitted point or contact symmetries (Lie group of point or contact transformations) of the given nonlinear system (first procedure). Moreover, these admitted symmetries yield equations to construct a specific mapping µ (second procedure).
The starting point is that a linear system S{z, w} of PDEs, given by
as defined here in terms of a linear operator L[z], with any inhomogeneous term g(z), is completely characterized by its admitted infinite-parameter set of point symmetries
where f (z) is any function satisfying the related linear homogeneous system
A point transformation is mapped to another point transformation under any specific point transformation (x, u) → (z, w), and a contact transformation is mapped to another contact transformation (which could be a point transformation) under any specific contact transformation (x, u, ∂ x u) → (z, w, ∂ z w) (which could be a point transformation). Hence an invertible point transformation mapping a nonlinear system R{x, u} of PDEs to some linear system S{z, w} must map each point symmetry admitted by R{x, u} to a point symmetry admitted by S{z, w}; an invertible contact transformation mapping a nonlinear scalar PDE system R{x, u} to some linear scalar PDE system S{z, w}, must map each contact symmetry admitted by R{x, u} to a contact symmetry (which could be a point symmetry) admitted by S{z, w}. Moreover, this mapping must be an isomorphism, i.e., there is a one-to-one correspondence between the point (contact) symmetries admitted by R{x, u} and those admitted by S{z, w}. Consequently, if there exists an invertible transformation that maps the nonlinear PDE system R{x, u} to some linear PDE system S{z, w}, then R{x, u} must necessarily admit an infinite set of point (contact) symmetries.
The following two theorems on mappings of nonlinear PDEs to linear PDEs were presented and proved in [1] [2] [3] . 1. µ is a point transformation of the form 
with infinitesimals of the form 
whose coefficients are formed from (2.6) have φ 1 = X 1 (x, u), . . . , φ n = X n (x, u) as n functionally independent solutions, and if the m 2 first order linear inhomogeneous PDEs It is easy to see that Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 also hold in the scalar case (i.e. when m = 1) if one seeks to transform nonlinear scalar PDEs to linear scalar PDEs only by a point transformation. Furthermore, these theorems in the scalar case can be extended to the more general possibility of seeking invertible mappings of nonlinear scalar PDEs to linear scalar PDEs by contact transformations. For details, see [1, 2] .
Use of Conservation Law Multipliers to Construct Linearizations
Now we present a new method for finding mappings that transform a nonlinear system of PDEs invertibly to some linear system of PDEs. Our method uses admitted conservation law multipliers of the nonlinear system and is based on two theorems that are the conservation law multiplier-based counterparts of the symmetry-based Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The first new theorem gives necessary conditions that conservation law multipliers must satisfy in order for a given nonlinear system R{x, u} of PDEs (1.1) to have an invertible mapping to some linear target system S{z, w} of PDEs (1.2) by a point transformation. As in the case of Theorem 2.1, the necessary conditions yield an algorithmic procedure to find a specific linear target system as well as its independent variables.
The second new theorem gives sufficient conditions for the existence of the mapping. In particular, as in the case of Theorem 2.2, these conditions yield an algorithmic procedure to find the components of an explicit point transformation giving an invertible mapping to the linear target system.
The extension of these two theorems to include contact transformations will be discussed in section 3.2.
Necessary and Sufficient Linearization Conditions
Recall, a conservation law of a system R{x, u} of PDEs (1.1) is a divergence expression 
holds as an identity for some functions Υ = (
, where each factor Λ ν [U] is non-singular for all solutions U = u(x) of the given PDE system (1.1).
It is well known that multipliers will yield all nontrivial conservation laws (to within the addition of curls to the conserved fluxes) admitted by a given PDE system R{x, u} if it is of Cauchy-Kovalevskaya type.
For any PDE system R{x, u}, its admitted conservation law multipliers satisfy the determining equations
given by the Euler operators
which annihilate divergence expressions. One can solve these determining equations by an algorithmic procedure [8, 10] analogous to that for solving the determining equations for point or contact symmetries in evolutionary form. (The similarity is made explicit in the work in [6, 7] which shows how to reformulate (3.2) as a kind of adjoint of the symmetry determining equations for Cauchy-Kovalevskaya PDE systems.)
The starting point, leading to the formulation of an invertible mapping between nonlinear and linear PDE systems through conservation law multipliers, is that any linear operator L and its adjoint operator L * satisfy a conservation law identity. Specifically, consider a kth-order linear PDE system L[z]w = 0, denoted by S{z, w} with dependent variables w = (w 1 , . . . , w m ) and independent variables z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ). In particular, let the linear PDEs be given by
The corresponding adjoint linear system, 
, which can be viewed as multipliers {V µ (z)} and {W α (z)} for the augmented linear system consisting of the linear system (3.3) and the adjoint system (3.5), there is a conservation law identity 
4). Then the nonlinear and linear PDEs will be related through a set of factors {Q
for arbitrary functions U(x) = (U 1 (x), . . . , U m (x)), where the functions W (z) = (W 1 (z), . . . , W m (z)) are given by the linearization mapping
(Explicit expressions for Q µ ν can be readily derived from the mapping formulae given in [16] .) Moreover :
This mapping will define an invertible point transformation iff
{φ i (x, U(x))} (i = 1, . . . , n) are functionally independent and {Q µ ν (x, U(x), ∂ x U(x)) (ν, µ = 1, . . . , M) are non-degenerate, namely, det(Dφ i (x, U)/Dx j ) = 0 and also det(Q µ ν (x, U, ∂ x U)) = 0.
Under such a point transformation the conservation law identity (3.6) becomes
where DΓ i /Dx i is related to DΥ i /Dz i by the non-vanishing Jacobian factor
(See [12] for the explicit expression for Γ i in terms of Υ i .)
This proposition leads to the following two theorems for linearization from admitted conservation law multipliers, which are the counterparts to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for linearization through admitted point symmetries.
Theorem 3.1 (Necessary conditions for the existence of an invertible linearization mapping).
If there exists an invertible point transformation (2.4) for m ≥ 1 under which a given kthorder nonlinear system R{x, u} of PDEs (1.1) is mapped to some linear system S{z, w} of PDEs (3.3) , then R{x, u} must admit conservation law multipliers of the form 
in terms of specific independent variables X = (X 1 (x, U), . . . , X n (x, U)); and
which is a function of x, U and ∂ x U.
Proof. x, u) , . . . , X n (x, u)). LetL * [X] be the adjoint of the linear operatorL [X] in (3.11) and consider the augmented system of PDEs consisting of the given nonlinear system (1.1) and the linear system (3.11) . Then, from identity (3.8), there exists an infinite set of multipliers
for some specific functions Γ i , in terms of the Jacobian
This conservation law (3.12) is equivalent to the identity maps the nonlinear system of PDEs (1.1) invertibly into the linear system S{z, w} given bỹ
Proof. SinceL[X] is a linear operator, the identity (3.6) gives
for some specific functions Γ i [U, V, W ]. Consequently, the identity (3.14) becomes
Now apply the Euler operators with respect to V µ , i.e.,
to each side of equation (3.18) . Each of these Euler operators annihilates the right-hand side of (3.18) and hence we obtain the identity
holding for arbitrary functions U. Now suppose U = u(x) solves the given nonlinear system of PDEs (1.1), then it follows that w = W (x, u(x)) solves the linear system given by (3.16). Consequently, one obtains the point transformation (3.15) which maps the nonlinear system of PDEs (1.1) into the linear system (3.16). Invertibility of this transformation is established by Proposition 3.1.
Computational Steps
We now outline the computational steps involved in applying Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 to linearize a given nonlinear system of PDEs through admitted conservation law multipliers.
Step 1: For a given nonlinear system R{x, u} of PDEs (1.1) with highest derivative of order k, solve the determining equations (3.2) for admitted sets of multipliers {Λ ν [U]} depending on the independent variables x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), the dependent variables U = (U 1 , . . . , U m ) and their first derivatives
) . Two cases arise, depending on whether R{x, u} admits any set of multipliers of the form (3.10) with functions v = (v 1 (X), . . . , v M (X)) satisfying some linear system of PDEs of the form (3.11) in terms of specific independent variables X = (X 1 (x, U), . . . , X n (x, U)).
Case I. No set of multipliers of the required form are admitted. Then one concludes from Theorem 3.1 that R{x, u} cannot be mapped invertibly by any point transformation to a linear system. Case II. There is an infinite set of multipliers with the required form. Typically in this case, the variables X i (x, U) are found directly from the specific form of the multiplier determining equations, either by inspection (see examples 4.1.2 and 4.2.2) or, more generally, through integration of characteristic first-order linear PDEs contained in the system of multiplier determining equations (see example 4.3.2). Then from the admitted multipliers (3.10) one reads off (by Theorem 3.1) (a) the independent variable part of the linearizing point transformation (3.15), i.e.
(b) the specific linear target system which is given by the adjoint of the linear system (3.11).
Step 2: Assuming that the necessary conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold (Case II ), one proceeds by replacing v(X) by an arbitrary function V (X) in the conservation law (3.1) arising from the multipliers (3.10) for the nonlinear system R{x, u} of PDEs (1.1). This will automatically yield -after integration by parts if necessary (with the use of the transformation formula for divergence expressions derived in [16] ) -a conservation law identity of the form (3.14) for the augmented system consisting of the given nonlinear system (1.1) and the linear system (3.11) . From the components of the multipliers for the linear system (3.11) in this identity, one directly obtains (c) the dependent variable part u α → w α = W α (x, u) of the linearization mapping to the linear target system. In summary, when there exists a linearization of a given nonlinear PDE system R{x, u} (m ≥ 1) by an invertible point transformation then the necessary conditions stated in Theorem 3.1 yield a linear target system along with the independent variables of this system, while the sufficient conditions stated in Theorem 3.2 yield the dependent variables of the linear target system, which completes the transformation. (Examples are illustrated in sections 4.1.2 and 4.3.2.) Furthermore, if the necessary conditions do not hold then no linearizing point transformation exists.
It is easy to extend these results to include the linearization of scalar PDEs (m = 1) by contact transformations, where X i and W α can now depend on first derivatives of U. Since in this case it follows that the Jacobian J[U] and the factors Q ν µ [U] may depend on second derivatives of U, one must consequently seek sets of multipliers {Λ ν [U]} depending on x, U, ∂ x U and ∂ 2 x U. Then in Step 1 any admitted multipliers of the form (3.10) will yield the independent variable part of a linearizing contact transformation, i.e., x i → z i = X i (x, u, ∂ x u); similarly, in Step 2 the resulting conservation law identity (3.14) will yield the dependent variable part of this mapping, i.e., u
u). (An example is illustrated in section 4.2.2.) If no such multipliers are admitted then no linearizing contact transformation exists.
We remark that in certain special cases a lower differential order is possible in the required form of conservation law multipliers (3.10) for the existence of a linearizing transformation. Such situations are important computationally because the multiplier determining equations will then become more over-determined and hence easier to solve.
(1) For point or contact transformations that involve no change in the independent variables, x i → z i = x i = X i , one can easily show from the results in [16] that the Jacobian (3.9) will be trivial, i.e. J = det(DX i /Dx j ) = det(δ .7) will have no dependence on ∂ x U in the multicomponent case (m ≥ 2) and no dependence on ∂ 2 x U in the scalar case (m = 1). Hence, in this situation, conservation law multipliers can be sought in the form
depending at most on x, U and ∂ x U if m = 1 or only on x and U if m ≥ 2. (A fully algorithmic version of the linearization steps applied to this situation was given in [10] , which allows one to detect and explicitly find all linearizing mappings that involve only a transformation of dependent variables.) See example 4.1.2.
(2) Suppose a given nonlinear PDE system (1.1) of order k admits integrating factors {λ µ ν (x, U)} for its highest derivative terms, so that the system has the form λ 
Examples
To illustrate the conservation law approach for obtaining linearizations and contrast it with the symmetry approach, we now consider three examples.
Linearization of Burgers' Equation
Our first example is a nonlinear PDE system with independent variables (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x, t) and dependent variables (u 1 , u 2 ) as given by
where u 1 satisfies Burgers' equation
Linearization Through Admitted Point Symmetries
By a direct computation (solving the symmetry determining equations), one finds that equation (4.2) admits at most a finite number of contact symmetries. Hence there does not exist any contact (or point) transformation that linearizes Burgers' equation. On the other hand the nonlinear system (4.1) is found to admit an infinite set of point symmetries given by the infinitesimal generator [17, 18] 
where g(x, t) is an arbitrary solution of the linear PDE
Consequently, one can apply Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to linearize the system (4.1) as follows.
First we see from a comparison of (4.3) with expressions (2.6) that one has F 1 = g x (x, t), F 2 = g(x, t), with α ij = 0, β
; the associated linear homogeneous system (2.8) has X 1 = x, X 2 = t as functionally independent solutions and the corresponding linear inhomogeneous system (2.9) has a particular solution (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) = ( 
Hence one obtains the invertible point transformation
mapping the given nonlinear system (4.1) into the linear system
where both w 1 and w 2 consequently satisfy the heat equation
We thus note that the mapping (4.6) and the linear system (4.7) together yield
which is the well-known Hopf-Cole transformation that maps any solution of the heat equation (4.8) into a solution of Burgers' equation (4.2).
Linearization Through Admitted Conservation Law Multipliers
A straightforward computation of conservation law multipliers {Λ 1 (x, t, U), Λ 2 (x, t, U)} shows that the nonlinear system (4.1) admits an infinite set of multipliers given by
where f (x, t) is an arbitrary solution of the linear scalar PDE f xx + f t = 0 (namely, the backward heat equation). Hence, the necessary conditions of Theorem 3.1 for the existence of an invertible mapping of the nonlinear system (4.1) to a linear target system are satisfied, where, through a comparison of (4.10) with (3.10), the adjoint target system is given by
with dependent variables
and the same independent variables (x, t) as the given system (4.1).
In the conservation law (3.1) arising from the multipliers (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12), we replace (v 1 (x, t), v 2 (x, t)) by arbitrary functions (V 1 (x, t), V 2 (x, t)). This leads to the following conservation law identity for the augmented system consisting of the given nonlinear system (4.1) and the linear system (4.11):
Consequently, directly comparing (4.13) with the identity (3.14) in Theorem 3.2, we obtain an invertible mapping (
) of the nonlinear system (4.1) to a linear target system given by the adjoint of the linear system (4.11). In particular, this yields the point transformation (4.6) that maps the nonlinear system (4.1) into the linear system (4.7) up to a suitable rescaling of the dependent variables w = (w 1 , w 2 ).
Linearization of a pipeline flow equation
As a second example, we consider the pipeline flow equation [12] G
(4.14)
Linearization Through Admitted Contact Symmetries
The nonlinear scalar PDE (4.14) admits an infinite set of contact symmetries whose infinitesimal generator is given by
where F = F (t, u x ) is an arbitrary solution of the second-order linear PDE
Consequently, one can linearize the PDE (4.14) by applying the generalization of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for seeking a linearizing contact transformation. In particular, X 1 = u x , X 2 = t are found to be functionally independent solutions of the appropriate generalization (cf. [1, 2] ) of the linear homogeneous system (2.8), while the corresponding generalization of the linear inhomogeneous system (2.9) has the particular solution ψ = u − xu x (from which one deduces (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) = (u t , −x) through the contact condition in Theorem 1.2). Consequently, one obtains an invertible mapping µ given by the contact transformation 
Linearization Through Admitted Conservation Law Multipliers
Through a computation of conservation law multipliers Λ(x, t, U, U x , U t ), one finds that the given nonlinear PDE (4.14) admits an infinite set of multipliers 19) where this function satisfies the linear scalar PDE
By inspection, since v depends on two variables (i.e., the same number of independent variables as U has), we see that the necessary conditions of Theorem 3.1 for the existence of an invertible contact transformation that linearizes the nonlinear scalar PDE (4.14) are satisfied with the adjoint target system given by
for v = v(X, T ) in terms of the independent variables
In the conservation law (3.1) arising from the multipliers (4.19), we replace v(X, T ) by an arbitrary function V (X, T ). This leads to the following conservation law identity for the augmented system consisting of the given nonlinear PDE (4.14) and the linear PDE (4.20):
where
is the Jacobian of (4.21). (For verifying the identity (4.22), we note that V x = V X U xx , V t = V X U xt + V T .) Consequently, the sufficiency conditions of Theorem 3.2 hold for the existence of an invertible mapping by a contact transformation of the nonlinear PDE (4.14)
to a linear target PDE which is the adjoint of the linear PDE (4.20) . In particular, from a comparison of (4.22) with the identity (3.14), it follows that the contact transformation determined by
maps the nonlinear pipeline equation (4.14) invertibly into the linear PDE
Linearization of a Nonlinear Telegraph Equation
For a final example, we consider a nonlinear telegraph system given by
with dependent variables (u 1 , u 2 ) and independent variables (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x, t). Note that u 1 satisfies the nonlinear telegraph equation
Linearization Through Admitted Point Symmetries
The nonlinear system (4.25) admits an infinite set of point symmetries given by the infinitesimal generator
where 27) and (F 1 (X, T ), F 2 (X, T )) is an arbitrary solution of the linear system of PDEs
Consequently, one can apply Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to linearize (4.25). In particular, we see that by comparing (4.26) with expressions (2.6), one has α 11 = β 2 = e −t u; the associated linear homogeneous system (2.7) has X 1 = x − u 2 , X 2 = t − log u 1 as functionally independent solutions and the corresponding linear inhomogeneous system (2.8) has a particular solution (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) = (x, e t ). Hence the mapping given by 
Linearization Through Admitted Conservation Law Multipliers
Through a computation of conservation law multipliers of the form {Λ 1 (x, t, U 1 , U 2 ), Λ 2 (x, t, U 1 , U 2 )}, one can show that the nonlinear telegraph system of PDEs (4.25) admits an infinite set of multipliers yielding a linearization as follows. After some integrability analysis of the multiplier determining equations (e.g. using Crack [11] ), one first obtains
in terms of a function f (x, t, U 1 , U 2 ) satisfying the three linear PDEs
To proceed we integrate the pair of first-order PDEs (4.32), which yields a reduction of the independent variables such that f = f (X, T ) where
Then the second-order PDE (4.33) combined with (4.31) gives the infinite set of multipliers
Finally, comparing (4.35) with (3.10) in Theorem 3.1, we see that the necessary conditions for the existence of an invertible mapping of the nonlinear system (4.25) to a linear target system are satisfied, with the adjoint target system being given by
and ∂v
In the conservation law (3.1) arising from the multipliers (4.35), (4.36) and (4.37), we
. This leads to the following conservation law identity for the augmented system consisting of the given nonlinear system (4.25) and the linear system (4.37):
where, from (4.34),
Consequently, by comparing (4.38) with the identity (3.14) in Theorem 3.2, we obtain an invertible mapping of the nonlinear system (4.25) to a linear target system which is given by the adjoint of the linear system (4.37). In particular, the point transformation
maps the nonlinear telegraph system (4.25) invertibly into the linear system
Note that the further point transformationw 1 = w 1 ,w 2 = e T w 2 maps this linear system (4.40) into the equivalent linear system (4.30) obtained from linearization of the nonlinear telegraph system (4.25) through its admitted infinite set of point symmetries (4.26).
Concluding Remarks
An important question is which of the two methods presented in this paper is better for linearization? It would appear likely that the approach using admitted conservation law multipliers will be better computationally since, in general, the solution space for the determining equations for conservation law multipliers is smaller than that for point (or contact) symmetries. A way of seeing this is to consider the case when a given system of PDEs is variational, i.e., its linearization operator (Frechet derivative) is self-adjoint, so then Noether's theorem is applicable. For any such system its conservation law multipliers correspond to a variational subset of its admitted point (or contact) symmetries and hence, in general, the determining equations for conservation law multipliers are then more over-determined than those for point (or contact) symmetries since they include the symmetry determining equations as a subset [5] [6] [7] .
An interesting computational way for checking for the possibility of linearization of a given system of nonlinear PDEs, especially for classification problems, is to apply the work in [19, 20] to find the size of the solution space of a given system of determining equations without the need for obtaining any of its actual solutions. In particular, if the size of the solution space of the determining systems either for conservation law multipliers or for point (or contact) symmetries is finite dimensional, then no linearization by an invertible mapping is possible. But the converse (that the solution space is infinite dimensional) is not sufficient to imply the existence of a linearization by a point or contact transformation. Specifically, the solution space must have a sufficiently large number of parameters such that the number of functions and independent variables, as well as the number of linear PDEs, matches the corresponding number in the given nonlinear system of PDEs. This counting can be performed fully algorithmically [19, 20] provided a differential Gröbner basis is available. However, it is important to recognize that in practice the computational complexity of finding a differential Gröbner basis will be very high.
It would also be interesting to develop a fully algorithmic version of the two linearization methods themselves. This would entail, firstly, the use of a differential Gröbner basis computation to reduce the determining equations into a consistent over-determined linear system satisfying all integrability conditions and having a sufficiently large solution space. Secondly, a strictly computational procedure must be specified to extract from this linear system the form of the linearizing transformation for the dependent and independent variables in the given nonlinear system of PDEs.
The algorithmic steps we have used in our present work (e.g. for linearizing Burgers' equation, the pipeline equation, and the nonlinear telegraph system) are less automatic than finding a differential Gröbner basis but have much less computational complexity in practice. In particular, they take advantage of the integration capabilities of Crack [11] , including algorithms for direct and indirect separation of equations, for dropping redundant functions, for checking integrability conditions, and others. Furthermore, Crack also handles solving the first-order linear PDEs as needed in finding the transformations of the independent variables in the linearization mapping.
Finally, we mention that a hodograph-type approach for linearization has been given some time ago in work [21] of Varley and Seymour on linearizing the nonlinear telegraph system (example 4.3). Their clever procedure for finding a linearization is not symmetrybased; it only applies to specific types of nonlinear PDEs and cannot determine, in general, whether a given system of nonlinear PDEs admits a linearization by an invertible mapping.
